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Abstract

Humans constantly contact objects to move and perform
tasks. Thus, detecting human-object contact is important
for building human-centered artificial intelligence. How-
ever, there exists no robust method to detect contact between
the body and the scene from an image, and there exists no
dataset to learn such a detector. We fill this gap with HOT
(“Human-Object conTact”), a new dataset of human-object
contacts in images. To build HOT, we use two data sources:
(1) We use the PROX dataset of 3D human meshes moving
in 3D scenes, and automatically annotate 2D image areas
for contact via 3D mesh proximity and projection. (2) We
use the V-COCO, HAKE and Watch-n-Patch datasets, and
ask trained annotators to draw polygons around the 2D im-
age areas where contact takes place. We also annotate the
involved body part of the human body. We use our HOT
dataset to train a new contact detector, which takes a single
color image as input, and outputs 2D contact heatmaps as
well as the body-part labels that are in contact. This is a
new and challenging task, that extends current foot-ground
or hand-object contact detectors to the full generality of
the whole body. The detector uses a part-attention branch
to guide contact estimation through the context of the sur-
rounding body parts and scene. We evaluate our detector
extensively, and quantitative results show that our model
outperforms baselines, and that all components contribute
to better performance. Results on images from an online
repository show reasonable detections and generalizabil-
ity. Our HOT data and model are available for research at
https://hot.is.tue.mpg.de.

1. Introduction
Contact is an important part of people’s everyday lives.

We constantly contact objects to move and perform tasks.
We walk by contacting the ground with our feet, we sit by
contacting chairs with our buttocks, hips and back, we grasp
and manipulate tools by contacting them with our hands.
Therefore, estimating contact between humans and objects
is useful for human-centered AI, especially for applications

Figure 1. Our contact detector, trained on HOT (“Human-Object
conTact”) dataset, estimates contact between humans and scenes
from an image taken in the wild. Contact is important for interacting
humans, yet, standard in-the-wild datasets unfortunately lack such
information. Our contact dataset and detector are a step towards
providing this in the wild. Images are from pexels.com.

such as AR/VR [1,15,26,30], activity recognition [22,39,44],
affordance detection [13, 25, 34, 67], fine-grained human-
object interaction detection [27, 37, 51, 57], imitation learn-
ing [38, 48, 63], populating scenes with avatars [18, 62, 64],
and sanitization of spaces and objects.

In contrast to off-the-shelf detectors for segmenting hu-
mans in images, or estimating their 2D joints or 3D shape and
pose, there exists no general detector of contact. Some work
exists for detecting part-specific contact, e.g., hand-object
[35, 45] or foot-ground [41, 49] contact, while other work
estimates contact only in constrained environments [20, 46]
with limited generalization. What we need, instead, is a
contact detector for the entire body that estimates detailed,
body-part-related, contact maps in arbitrary images. To train
this, we need data, but no suitable dataset exists at the mo-
ment. We address these limitations with a novel dataset and
model for detecting contact between whole-body humans
and objects in color images taken in the wild.

Annotating contact is challenging, as contact areas are
ipso facto occluded. Think of a person standing on the
floor; the sole of the shoe, and the floor area it contacts,
can not be observed. A naive approach is to instrument
a human with contact sensors, however, this is intrusive,
cumbersome to set up and does not scale. Instead, we use
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two alternative data sources, with different but complemen-
tary properties: (1) We use the PROX [17] dataset, which
has pseudo ground-truth 3D human meshes for real humans
moving in 3D scanned scenes. We automatically annotate
contact areas, by computing the proximity between the 3D
meshes. (2) We use the V-COCO [16], HAKE [27], and
Watch-n-Patch [54] datasets, which contain images taken in
the wild. We then hire professional annotators, and train
them to annotate contact areas as 2D polygons in images.
Although manual annotation is only approximate, 2D an-
notations are important because they allow scaling to large,
varied, and natural datasets. This improves generalization.
Note that in both cases we also annotate the body part that is
involved in contact, corresponding to the body parts of the
SMPL(-X) [32, 36] human model.

We thus present HOT (“Human-Object conTact”), a new
dataset of images with human-object contact; see examples
in Fig. 2. The first part of HOT, called “HOT-Generated”
(Fig. 2b), has automatic annotations, but lacks variety for
human subjects and scenes. The second part, called “HOT-
Annotated” (Fig. 2a), has manual annotations, but has a huge
variety of people, scenes and interactions. HOT has 35, 750
images with 163, 534 contact annotations.

We then train a new contact detector on our HOT dataset.
Given a single color image as input, we want to know, if
contact takes place in the image, the area in which it occurs,
as well as the body part that is involved. Specifically, we
detect 2D heatmaps in an image, encoding the contact loca-
tion and likelihood, and classify each pixel in contact to one
of SMPL(-X)’s body parts. However, training directly with
HOT annotations leads to “bleeding” heatmaps and false
detections. We observe that humans reason about contact
by looking at body parts and their proximity to objects in
their local vicinity. Therefore, we use a body-part-driven
attention module that significantly boosts performance.

We evaluate our detector on withheld parts of the HOT
dataset. Quantitative evaluation and ablation studies show
that our model outperforms the baselines, and that all com-
ponents contribute to detection performance. Our body-part
attention module is the key component; a visual analysis
shows that it attends to meaningful image locations, i.e., on
body parts and their vicinity. Qualitative results show rea-
sonable detections on in-the-wild images. By applying our
detector on datasets unseen during training, we show that
the model generalizes reasonably well; see Fig. 1. Then,
we show that our general-purpose full-body contact detector
performs on par with existing part-specific contact detectors
for the foot [41] or hand [35], meaning it could serve as
a drop-in replacement for these. Moreover, we show that
our contact detector helps contact-driven 3D human pose
estimation on PROX data [17]. Finally, we show that our
HOT dataset helps a state-of-the-art (SOTA) 3D body-scene
contact estimator [20] generalize to in-the-wild images.

(a) “HOT-Annotated” examples.

(b) “HOT-Generated” examples. (c) Human body parts of SMPL-X.

Figure 2. Images and contact annotations for our HOT dataset. We
show examples for both its parts, i.e., “HOT-Generated” (Sec. 3.2)
and “HOT-Annotated” (Sec. 3.3). Contact annotations include the
involved body part (c), shown color coded on a SMPL-X mesh.

In summary, HOT takes a step towards automatic con-
tact detection between humans and objects in color images
and our contributions are three-fold: (1) We introduce the
task of full-body human-object contact detection in images.
(2) To facilitate machine learning for this, we introduce the
HOT dataset with 2D contact area heatmaps and the asso-
ciated human part labels as annotations, using both auto-
generated and manual annotations. (3) We develop a new
contact detector that incorporates a body-part attention mod-
ule. Experiments and ablations show the benefits of the
proposed model and its components. Our data and code are
available at https://hot.is.tue.mpg.de.

2. Related Work

Contact Modeling. Prior work on modeling the contact
between humans and the world can be classified as either
“body-object” or “hand-object.”

Body-object contact: Several works model the contact
between the human body and object [8, 9, 21, 23, 56, 58]. Li
et al. [28] reconstruct the 3D motion of a person interact-
ing with an object by estimating the 3D pose of the person
and object, the joint-level contact, and forces and torques
actuated by the human limbs. Rempe et al. [40, 41] estimate
joint-level foot-ground contact from a video, and use it to
constrain the human pose with trajectory optimization. More
recently, [20,46] propose to directly estimate 3D body-scene
contact, but the lack of data variety limits the model’s gen-
eralization to in-the-wild scenarios, even when a 3D scene
is used as additional input [46]. Others use Human-Object
Interaction (HOI) relationships to reconstruct [2,5,29,53] or
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generate [18, 62, 64] 3D human and object pose by encour-
aging contact and penalizing inter-penetrations. Prior work
uses contact information as prior knowledge, but it is often
oversimplified as (1) body-ground contact at the skeleton-
joint level, (2) hand-object contact at a rough bounding-box
level, or (3) manually-annotated contacts of other human
parts in constrained environments. In this paper, we seek to
automatically estimate contact heatmaps for the whole body
in a bottom-up manner directly from a 2D image. We also
predict the associated human body part label, which provides
a more systematic understanding of human-object contact.

Hand-object contact: People interact with objects using
their hands, so contact plays an important role in hand-object
interaction and grasping. Contact information is often cap-
tured as a byproduct in grasp datasets [3, 11, 31, 47] through
hand-object proximity or thermal information. Hand-object
grasp reconstruction also employs contact to refine the hand
and object pose estimation [4, 14, 19, 50, 52]. In addition,
some works [35, 45, 60] detect hands and classify their phys-
ical contact state into self-contact, person-person contact,
and person-object contact. Although they consider the rela-
tionship between hands and other objects in the scene, they
detect only a rough bounding box or boundary for the hand,
instead of a finer-grained contact area. In this paper, we take
a step further to estimate general-purpose full-body contact
from 2D images at a finer scale.

Human-Object Interaction (HOI). The goal of HOI un-
derstanding [37, 51, 57] is to infer the interaction relation-
ships between humans and objects. While both humans and
objects are located in the image, often in the form of 2D
bounding boxes, the literature rarely focuses on how the
interaction takes place, whether the interaction requires con-
tact, and which human part is involved in the contact. This
limits the applicability of current HOI detections for down-
stream scene understanding tasks. Recently, Li et al. [27]
provide more detailed body-part state annotations in the con-
text of HOI, and offer action labels (e.g., hold, paddle) and
the involved human body part (e.g., hand, foot). However,
they do not annotate 2D contact areas in images, and their
predefined human parts are not fine-grained enough to cap-
ture everyday HOI scenarios. In contrast, our new dataset
contains 2D contact areas that are also associated with the
involved human body parts following the part segmentation
of the popular SMPL(-X) [32, 36] statistical 3D body model.

Affordance Learning. Contact and HOI are closely re-
lated to object affordances, which reflect the functional
aspects of an object. Recent work explores object affor-
dance learning from human actions and object manipula-
tion [13, 25, 34, 67]. More specifically, Fang et al. [12] and
Nagarajan et al. [33] learn to predict the interaction region
with the corresponding action label on a target object from

human demonstration videos. Savva et al. [43, 44] capture
physical contact and visual attention links between 3D ge-
ometry and human body parts from RGB-D videos. Deng et
al. [10] collect a 3D visual affordance dataset with potential
interaction areas on 3D objects for various actions. Affor-
dance learning is object-centric; it does not capture much
about the human actor. In contrast, detecting interaction
areas (e.g. contact heatmaps) reflects how people interact
with objects, and considers both the human and the object.

3. Human-Object conTact (HOT) Dataset

To facilitate research in contact estimation, we introduce
HOT, a new dataset with 2D contact areas and the associated
human part labels as annotations. Annotating and detecting
contact in images is challenging, as contact depends on the
scene and its objects, the humans, the camera view and
the occlusions arising from all these factors. To create a
well-varied dataset, we collect images from two different
sources and gather contact annotations. Below we discuss
the creation of HOT and provide a comprehensive analysis.

3.1. Data Sources

“HOT-Generated”: First we collect data from the
PROX dataset [17], which contains people reconstructed as
3D SMPL-X [36] meshes interacting with static 3D scenes;
this involves actions like sitting, walking, lying down, etc.
Recent work [40, 61] improves on the quality of recon-
structed meshes in PROX, facilitating the automatic gen-
eration of contact heatmaps by simply using 3D proximity
metrics between the 3D human mesh and the static 3D scene
mesh. We sub-sample frames from the “qualitative set” of
PROX, and form the “HOT-Generated” part of HOT.

“HOT-Annotated”: Another source for images with
human-object contact is HOI datasets like V-COCO [16]
and HAKE [27]. As they are collected from Flickr, these
datasets contain very diverse HOI interactions in complex
and cluttered scenes. Existing HOI datasets contain ac-
tivity labels and bounding boxes for humans and objects,
but boxes are too coarse for understanding contact. Thus,
we select a subset from the V-COCO [16] and HAKE [27]
datasets and use these to gather new contact annotations.
To keep the task tractable, we first remove images with in-
direct human-object interaction, heavily cropped humans,
motion blur, distortion or extreme lighting conditions. Other
interesting datasets are indoor action recognition datasets
like Watch-n-Patch [54] that contain several daily activities
like “fetch-from-fridge”, “put book back”, etc. We sample
image frames from video clips where human subjects and
objects are clearly visible. We then combine images selected
from V-COCO [16], HAKE [27] and Watch-n-Patch [54],
and form the “HOT-Annotated” part of HOT.
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(b) Distribution of the number of contact areas. (c) Distribution of the contact area size.(a) Distribution of body-part labels for contact.
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Figure 3. Data statistics. (a) Number of contact areas (Y-axis) for each body part (X-axis). (b) Number of images (Y-axis) with a certain
number of contact areas (X-axis). (c) Percentage of contact areas (Y-axis) that occupy a certain percentage of image pixels (X-axis).

3.2. Contact Generation for “HOT-Generated”

The PROX dataset [17] captures people interacting with
static scenes. PROX represents the human pose and shape
with the SMPL-X [36] body model, which captures the
body surface including the hands and face. The SMPL-X
model represents the human body with pose parameters
θ, and shape parameters β, and outputs a posed 3D mesh,
Mb ∈ R10475×3. Each vertex, v ∈ R3, has a surface normal,
nv, and a human part label, c, associated with it. We divide
the SMPL-X model into 17 parts ci, with i ∈ {1, 2, ..., 17}.
The body parts are based on the original part segmentation
of SMPL-X and, for simplicity, we merge parts that human
annotators cannot easily differentiate; e.g., parts of the back
across the spine. See Fig. 2c for the color-coded segmenta-
tion of SMPL-X into corresponding body-part labels.

For each frame, given the reconstructed SMPL-X mesh,
Mb, and the scene mesh, Ms, we calculate human-to-scene
mesh distances. Then, all human vertices with a distance to
the scene below a threshold, and with compatible normals
to the scene ones, are annotated as contact vertices. Finally,
for the contact vertices we find the respective triangles on
the 3D body mesh, and render these separately per body
part to get dense 2D contact areas in the image space. In
this way, we automatically create pseudo ground truth for
contact. Examples are shown in Fig. 2b. For more details on
the above steps, see Sup. Mat.

3.3. Contact Annotation for “HOT-Annotated”

We gather contact annotations for in-the-wild images
without paired 3D human and scene meshes. Determining
contact areas between a human and an object in an image
is non-trivial, as contact areas are always occluded. While
Amazon Mechanical Turk is popular for annotation collec-

tion, the diverse background of its annotators complicates
the training, annotation, and quality control for our novel
task. Thus, we hired a professional company with annotators
that are already trained for similar tasks. The annotation has
two steps: (1) drawing a polygon around the image areas con-
taining human-object contacts, and (2) assigning a human
body-part label to it. See Fig. 2a for annotation examples.

We take a number of steps to ensure good quality and
consistency for the annotations. In particular, we first have a
trial annotation with 3 rounds for 400 images; we provide
task instructions, collect annotations, provide feedback to
annotators, and iterate. Then, during the real annotation,
12 people perform the initial annotation, and we have two
rounds of quality checks (QC); a different cohort of 4 people
perform the first QC round, and another 2 people perform the
second QC round. We use semantic-segmentation annotation
tools adapted for our task. For more details on the annotation
protocol, repeatability and quality check, see Sup. Mat.

Compared to the automatic annotations of “HOT-
Generated”, the manual ones of “HOT-Annotated” are only
approximate. However, capturing 3D people in scenes and
accurately reconstructing them in 3D is hard and does not
scale. Thus, manual 2D annotations are important because
they allow scaling to large, varied, and natural datasets with
images taken in the wild. For data-driven models, this helps
improve their generalization and make them robust.

3.4. HOT Dataset Analysis

The HOT dataset has a total of 35, 287 images and
162, 267 contact area annotations, along with a body-part
label for each area. Specifically, for “HOT-Annotated”
we collect 5, 235 images and 20, 273 contact areas for
V-COCO [16], 9, 522 images and 45, 645 contact areas for
HAKE [27], and 325 images and 1, 170 contact areas for
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Figure 4. Architecture for our HOT contact detector. Our model takes as input a single color image, and as output it gives 2D contact
heatmaps and a pixel-level classification label for the body part associated with contact. For a detailed explanation of the model, see Sec. 4.

the Watch-n-Patch [54] dataset. For “HOT-Generated”, we
auto-generate 95, 179 contact areas in 20, 205 images using
the PROX dataset. More statistics of “HOT-Annotated” and
“HOT-Generated” are shown in Fig. 3.
Figure 3a shows the distribution of body-part labels for con-
tact. We see that “HOT-Annotated” has noticeably more
contacts than “HOT-Generated” for both hands. The rea-
son is that PROX captures humans interacting with static
scenes, i.e., without grasping and moving objects with their
hands, while “HOT-Annotated” contains a lot of images with
interactions between hands and objects.
Figure 3b shows the number of contact areas per image. We
see that “HOT-Annotated” has generally more contacts per
image than “HOT-Generated”. This is partially because
HOI datasets contain images of multiple interacting persons,
while PROX only has a single person in every image.
Figure 3c shows the distribution of contact area size. We
observe that the areas are generally smaller for “HOT-
Generated” than for “HOT-Annotated”. This is potentially
because images in PROX are captured with the camera away
from the body to include more scene context, whereas im-
ages in “HOT-Annotated” are taken in the wild, including
close-ups, as well as more object grasps.

To further analyze the disparities between “HOT-
Annotated” and “HOT-Generated”, we had two trained anno-
tators annotate 200 random images from “HOT-Generated”,
and we treat these manual annotations as ground truth for
evaluating the automatically generated ones. The agreement
for body-part contact labels is 83.7%, while for pixel con-
tact labels, it is 52.4%. This can be attributed to PROX’s
noisy SMPL-X reconstructions due to ambiguities arising
from the monocular cameras and strong occlusions. Another
contributing factor is the approximate nature of the manual
annotations. We provide more discussions in the transfer
experiments in Sec. 5.1.

4. HOT Contact Detector
To estimate contact areas in images, humans use the

global context of the image, but also focus on regions around
body parts to examine if there is contact. Based on these
insights, we design our contact detector to extract global
features with special attention to human body parts.

4.1. Architecture

Figure 4 shows the architecture of our model. Given an
image, we use a CNN backbone to extract image features.
Then, we use a decoder with two branches: an “attention
branch” for inferring an attention mask for each body part
and a “contact branch” for extracting contact features.
Attention branch: We denote this as P ∈ RH×W×(J+1);
J is the number of body parts, with an extra channel for the
background, and H/W are the feature map’s height/width.
The jth channel Pj ∈ RH×W represents the likelihood that
each pixel is associated with contact of the jth body part.
This guides the model to focus around different human parts
in the feature space F of the contact branch. By applying a
channel-wise softmax normalization σ(.) on P , we get the
attention mask P

′
= σ(P ), with P

′ ∈ RH×W×(J+1).
Contact branch: We denote this as F ∈ RH×W×C , with
the same spatial dimensions H ×W as the attention branch
P , but with a different number of channels C = 512.
Part attention operation: We use the attention mask P

′

j to
extract part-related features from the contact branch F :

F
′

j = Conv(F ⊙ P
′

j ), with F
′

j ∈ RH×W×C′
, (1)

where ⊙ is the element-wise product between all channels
in F and the attention mask P

′

j . We concatenate F
′

j for
all J parts and the background along the 3rd dimension as
F

′ ∈ RH×W×C∗
, where C∗ = C

′
(J +1) and C

′ ̸= C, and
pass it through a convolutional layer for per-pixel inference.
Supervision: We supervise the attention branch with part-
segmentation maps (see “dataset splits” in Sec. 5.1 for the
data source), and the contact branch with our contact annota-
tions. Both branches classify pixels as being either a human
part or the background; for the contact branch “background”
means “no contact.” The overall loss is:

L = λaLa + λcLc, (2)
where La is a cross-entropy loss between the estimated atten-
tion maps and ground-truth part-segmentation maps, Lc is a
cross-entropy loss between the estimated and ground-truth
contact maps, and λa and λc are steering weights.

4.2. Implementation Details

During training, body-part supervision for the attention
branch is applied only in the initial stages, following Ko-
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Figure 5. Attention visualization. The attention maps from the attention branch, supervised by human part segmentation, guide features to
attend to each body-part area, but also to surrounding areas, for reasoning about the nearby scene context and the body-scene interaction.

cabas et al. [24]; λa is set to 0 at later stages. We use a
pre-trained dilated ResNet-50 [59] as image encoder back-
bone. For the attention branch we use 3× 3 convolutional
layers with batch-norm and ReLU as image decoder. For the
contact branch, we apply 3 × 3 convolutional layers with
batch-norm and ReLU on the part-specific features. Since
the background dominates the ground truth labels for both
human part segmentation and contact estimation, we assign a
smaller weight for the background label in the cross-entropy
loss. For more details, see Sup. Mat.

5. Experiments

5.1. Contact Detection

Dataset splits: For “HOT-Annotated”, we randomly split
the collected images into a training, validation and test set,
resulting in 10, 482 images for training, 2, 300 for validation
and 2, 300 images for testing. For “HOT-Generated”, we
split the training and testing set based on the scene; this
results in 14, 144 images for training, 3, 031 for validation
and 3, 030 for testing. To supervise the attention branch,
we obtain pseudo ground truth for human part segmentation
by rendering part-segmented SMPL-X meshes into per-part
masks in image space; we use LEMO’s [61] SMPL-X fits for
the PROX dataset [17] and use FrankMocap [42] to estimate
SMPL-X meshes for the images of “HOT-Annotated”.
Evaluation protocol: We adopt the evaluation protocol of
Zhou et al. [66]; this is originally for semantic segmentation.
We add one metric for contact prediction to evaluate whether
the model distinguishes between contact and non-contact,
i.e., “background”. We use the following metrics:
– Semantic contact accuracy (SC-Acc.): The proportion of

pixels that are both correctly classified as in contact and
associated with the correct body-part label.

– Contact accuracy (C-Acc.): The proportion of correctly
classified pixels for binary contact labels; this ignores the
body-part label, in contrast to “SC-Acc.”

– Mean IoU (mIoU): The Intersection-over-Union (IoU)
between the predicted and the ground-truth contact pixels,
averaged over all the body-part labels.

– Weighted IoU (wIoU): mIoU weighted by the pixel ratio

of each contact label.
To study the influence of the “HOT-Annotated” and

“HOT-Generated” sets of the HOT dataset, we report per-
formance by training and testing models separately on these,
as well as on their combination that we denote as “Full Set”.
For the “Full Set”, we randomly choose images from the
“HOT-Generated” so that the number of training and testing
images from both sets are the same.
Baselines: There exists no model for full-body contact de-
tection in images, other than ours. Thus, we evaluate con-
tact detection for two models, ResNet+UperNet [55] and
ResNet+PPM [65], originally proposed for segmentation.
Ablations: We evaluate two variants of our proposed model
to ablate the contribution of the attention branch: “Ourswo/ att”
without the attention branch and “Ourspure att” without su-
pervision for the attention branch, which functions as an
unsupervised pure soft-attention module.
Results & discussion: Quantitative results for contact de-
tection are shown in Tab. 1, and qualitative results are shown
in Fig. 6. Below we summarize key findings.
1. Our model outperforms state-of-the-art (SOTA) methods
[55, 65] developed for semantic segmentation (retrained for
our task). This is due to the different nature of semantic scene
understanding and contact estimation. The former relies
on dense pixel annotations of the entire scene and global
contextual features. The latter relies on sparser annotations
and needs an attention mechanism to focus around humans.
2. Our attention mechanism guides our model to learn bet-
ter features that improve contact estimation. “Ourspure att”,
which uses unsupervised pure soft-attention, outperforms
“Ourswo/ att” which has no attention branch. By adding super-
vision on human-part segmentation in early training stages,
the attention focuses on areas around each human part. In-
tuitively, this helps reasoning about contact by using both
human-body and surrounding-object information; see Fig. 5
for a visualization of the learned attention maps.
3. Learning on “HOT-Generated” is more difficult than on
“HOT-Annotated”. This is partially because, even though
we generate contact annotations from relatively “clean”
SMPL-X fits by LEMO [61], which reasons about tem-
poral continuity and occlusion, these are still a bit noisy.
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Figure 6. Qualitative results of our HOT contact detector for withheld images of our HOT dataset. For each input image we show the
following triplet: {Raw input image, Ground-truth contact, Predicted contact}.

Model “HOT-Annotated” “HOT-Generated” “Full Set”
SC-Acc.↑ C-Acc↑ mIoU↑ wIoU↑ SC-Acc.↑ C-Acc↑ mIoU↑ wIoU↑ SC-Acc.↑ C-Acc↑ mIoU↑ wIoU↑

ResNet+UperNet [55] 35.1 62.6 0.195 0.227 21.1 42.7 0.080 0.116 32.5 62.4 0.187 0.214
ResNet+PPM [65] 34.6 61.1 0.201 0.233 21.2 41.1 0.075 0.119 31.5 58.4 0.176 0.212
Ourswo/ att 24.1 42.8 0.148 0.187 12.0 24.6 0.051 0.099 19.4 29.3 0.130 0.155
Ourspure att 33.8 58.4 0.189 0.237 20.3 40.1 0.077 0.113 30.4 55.9 0.163 0.206
OursFull 40.7 70.7 0.215 0.260 30.4 54.3 0.139 0.167 36.4 66.3 0.209 0.251

Table 1. Evaluation of contact detection accuracy on the HOT dataset.

Train Test SC-Acc.↑ C-Acc. ↑ mIoU↑ wIoU↑

HOT-Gen HOT-Gen 30.4 54.3 0.139 0.167
HOT-Ann HOT-Gen 28.4 51.8 0.122 0.203
Full Set HOT-Gen 34.3 59.2 0.140 0.205

HOT-Gen HOT-Ann 2.46 6.37 0.019 0.042
HOT-Ann HOT-Ann 40.7 70.7 0.215 0.260
Full Set HOT-Ann 47.4 79.2 0.232 0.273

Table 2. Transfer across “HOT-Generated” ↔ “HOT-Annotated”.

Fine-grained contact detection is sensitive to strong occlu-
sions during interactions, motion blur, the low resolution
for people observed by indoor-monitoring cameras, and the
imperfect “hallucination” of SOTA pose estimation meth-
ods [40, 61] for resolving these ambiguities. This shows
the value of “HOT-Annotated”, i.e. the collection of a high-
quality dataset of in-the-wild images with rich manual con-
tact annotations, and points to important future work.

4. We conduct transfer experiments across “HOT-Annotated”
and “HOT-Generated” and the results are shown in Tab. 2.
The model trained on “HOT-Annotated” generalizes well to
“HOT-Generated”, but not vice versa. This is mainly because
the former is captured in the wild and has rich variation,
while the latter is captured in constrained settings. It is also
noteworthy that combining both datasets (“Full Set”) boosts

performance, suggesting that automatic contact annotations
like “HOT-Generated” are beneficial for this task.

We discuss the failure cases and report our model’s per-
formance under different settings, i.e., contact for different
body parts and various contact area sizes; see Sup. Mat.

5.2. Full-Body vs Part-Specific Contact

To evaluate the robustness of our general-purpose full-
body HOT contact detector, we compare it against two exist-
ing part-specific contact detectors, as shown in Fig. 7:
(i) Foot contact: “ContactDynamics” [41] estimates joint-
level foot-ground contact from a video. We evaluate our
model and “ContactDynamics” against the ground-truth
foot contact from PROX’s “quantitative set”. Our detector
achieves a similar performance (HOT 59.2% vs “Contact-
Dynamics” 58.6%). Thus, it could be a drop-in replacement
contact detector for 3D body pose estimation [41].
(ii) Hand contact: “ContactHands” [35] detects hands and
classifies them into “self-contact”, “person-person contact”,
and “person-object contact”. We evaluate our HOT detector
and “ContactHands” on hand-object contact on a subset of
the “HOT-Annotated” test set. We report contact recognition
accuracy under an IoU threshold of 0.4; our detector achieves
similar performance (HOT 63.5% vs [35] 62.2%).
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Figure 7. Comparison of our general-purpose full-body contact
detector (HOT) against existing part-specific detectors, namely
“ContactDynamics” [41] for joint-level foot-ground contact, and
“ContactHands” [35] for bounding-box-level hand contact.

Method No Contact PROX [17] Predicted Contact GT Contact

V2V ↓ 183.3 174.0 172.3 163.0

Table 3. Contact-driven human pose estimation performance.

Train Test precision ↑ recall ↑ f1 ↑

RICH [20] RICH 0.699 0.744 0.708
RICH+HOT-pGT RICH 0.675 0.761 0.684

RICH HOT 0.439 0.192 0.231
RICH+HOT-pGT HOT 0.684 0.701 0.636

Table 4. 3D dense contact estimation performance.

Discussion: As shown in Fig. 7, “ContactDynamics” simply
classifies foot joints as in contact or not, and “ContactHands”
detects hands as bounding boxes, while we generalize to
the full body and detect richer heatmaps. In Sup. Mat., we
provide more details and some preliminary results when
testing our model on self-contact and human-human contact.
The fact that our full-body contact detector performs on
par with existing part-expert detectors holds promise for
developing a general purpose contact detector for human-
object and human-human interactions in future work.

5.3. HOT Contact Detection vs Heuristic Contact

The PROX dataset [17] is widely used for developing
and evaluating HOI methods. Its human meshes have been
reconstructed with an optimization method that fits SMPL-X
to images, paired with an a-priori known (i.e., pre-scanned)
3D scene. The human meshes look physically plausible, as
the method encourages (manually annotated) “likely contact”
body vertices that lie close to the scene to contact it while
not penetrating it; this resolves pose errors.

We replace PROX’s manually annotated “likely contact”
vertices with the ones of the body parts that our detector sug-
gests are in contact, given the input image. We call this setup
“Predicted Contact” and evaluate this on PROX’s “quanti-
tative set” via the Vertex-to-Vertex (V2V) error. We also
evaluate a baseline with “No Contact” constraints. For a
fair comparison, for all baselines we use the same optimiza-
tion process as in PROX [17]. Results in Tab. 3 show that
our “Predicted Contact” is on par with “PROX”, indicating
that detecting contact in images is promising for replacing
PROX’s handcrafted heuristics. We also simulate a perfect

Figure 8. Qualitative results of 3D contact estimation on HOT.

contact detector using PROX’s ground truth (“GT Contact”).
This shows that there is room and merit for improving image-
based contact detection in future work.

5.4. HOT for 3D Contact on Bodies

The recent RICH dataset and BSTRO model [20] focus
on dense 3D contact estimation on the human body from
an image. To show the usefulness of our HOT dataset for
this task, we “lift” our 2D annotations to coarse 3D ones,
by annotating the respective 3D SMPL parts as in contact,
and treat these as pseudo ground-truth (HOT-pGT). We then
employ the BSTRO model [20], extend its training dataset
with HOT-pGT, and re-train. We report performance in
Tab. 4 and Fig. 8. The model trained on RICH data alone fails
on HOT images, which are taken in the wild, in contrast to
RICH images. Interestingly, adding HOT-pGT for training
improves the 3D contact estimation accuracy for in-the-wild
images, while not hurting for RICH data. This shows that
our HOT dataset can help for 3D contact estimation and
related applications. For details, see Sup. Mat.

6. Conclusion
We focus on human-object contact detection for images.

To this end, we collect the HOT dataset and develop the
HOT contact detector with human-part guided attention. Our
detector outperforms baseline models and generalizes rea-
sonably well for in-the-wild images. One limitation is that
we build our method upon “simple” convolutional models;
however our key insight (human part attention) is general
and agnostic to the model’s architecture. We believe that this
new task, dataset and model fill a gap in the literature and
hope they can inspire more future endeavors into this topic,
utilizing more complex models like transformers [6, 7] and
exploring a wider range of applications.
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